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Abstract — Implementation of distributed, resource sharing feature of complex systems modeling and comprehensive integration 
synergies simulation model must solve to build a unified field problems. Firstly, implementation a phased system of static analysis, 
dynamic analysis and modeling of integrated application through object-oriented petri nets. Secondly, create an object model of 
communication between objects. Finally, to join in the object Petri net control logic in the decision-making mechanism of control 
system integration , thus completing the modeling and simulation of the overall performance of the prototype system tasks. 
Application results show that based on object-oriented petri nets modeling and simulation system solves the performance of 
prototype lifecycle unified modeling and simulation as well as different people, different tools, different algorithms, coupled 
modeling languages under different descriptions, joint simulation problems. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Petri net is a kind of dynamic graphical mathematical 
modeling and analysis tools for a variety of discrete event 
system. In 1962, petri net is put forward in his doctoral 
thesis, used to describe the logic relation between the 
information system events by Dr. CarlA in Germany[1]. 
Petri net has a strong ability of event operating process 
simulation, especially suitable for synchronous, 
asynchronous, resource sharing characteristics of the 
collaborative modeling and simulation of complex systems. 
In system modeling, petri net with the help of a library, 
change and arc connection to express system static structure 
and function. Through the change of the ignition and token 
mobile describing the dynamic behavior of the system. At 
present, petri net has been widely used in vehicle guidance 
system, complex system modeling and analysis of fault 
diagnosis and maintenance support. 

Object Petri Net (OPN) is a blend of object-oriented 
modeling technology and advanced petri net modeling 
method, can realize modular object-oriented modeling 
technology and inherited the petri net structured to describe 
the relationship between complex logic[2]. Object petri net 
in 1998 is proposed by Valk, the core idea is petri net as a 
token objects. A token can be a simple token, it also can be a 
complex object consists of a petri net consisting of 
relationships, it can be formed in the network model. In 
OPN, with the object network (ON) represented by token 
petri nets, and the part of the whole system petri net is called 
object net system, referred to as the system network (SN).  

For hierarchical structure is relatively simple system can 
use basic petri net model to describe, but, compared to large, 
complex product descriptions, using simple petri net model 

to describe will become more complex and cumbersome. 
Further, since the petri net model has limitation of 
application and scope, it is described by the model 
reusability poor, often depends on the specific system. And 
also lack of modular description of system and model of the 
correspondence between the physical system, which makes 
the modeling of complex systems has become extremely 
difficult. In this paper, we used some of more abstract 
advanced petri nets to express complex system modeling. 
Therefore, an object-oriented petri nets will be used to solve 
complex aerospace products PMU collaborative modeling 
and simulation modeling. 

II. DYNAMIC MODELING PROCESS OF PMU FOR OBJECT- 

ORIENTED PETRI NET 

A. Process Modeling of Petri Nets 

In order to target network and systems to distinguish 
between places and transitions respectively, with a network 
of systems and library set and transition set, with P and T to 
represent objects in the library network set and transition set. 

An object petri nets can be expressed as a six-tuple: 

0 0( , , , , , )OPN SN ON d e R M                    (1)  

Where: 
1) ( , , , , )SN P T F W K -Systems network; 
2) ( ) ( )F P T T P    -Object flow relationship collection; 
3) :W F IN -The weighting function of systems 

network; 
4) : ( )K P IN Bag ON  -Capacity function; 
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5) d T T  -Interaction between systems network and 
objects network; 

6) 
i je T T  -Interaction between objects network; 

7) 
0R -Initial identification of systems network; 

8) 
0M -Initial identification of objects network; 

9） ON -Objects network, both ordinary petri nets can 
also be nested systems network. 

Object petri net activity within the state of the library and 
object change describes the model object dynamic properties, 
input/output database is object petri nets with other object 
Petri net input/output information. A typical object petri net 
is shown in figure 1. 

 

Figure 1.  A typical configuration of petri nets 

By applying the object petri net can realize system in 
stages of static analysis, dynamic analysis and modeling 
integrated application. For the system to build the model by 
the analysis can be realized through the static analysis phase, 
design systems that are included in the object model and its 
properties and methods[3]. First of all, in order to analysis 
system dynamic, will be build all kinds of object petri nets 
model of object, and then establish the communication 
model between the object. By adding control object petri net 
control logic decision mechanism to implement system 
integration capabilities, modeling of the system to complete 
the entire tasks[4]. 

B. Formal Definitions of Workflow Model for PMU   
Collaborative Modeling 

In this article, the main elements of performance 
expressed prototype modeling involved through the body 
metamodel. Basic design elements are a series of 
collaborative workflow activity task units involved in the 
modeling process. Through the course of the PMU 
collaborative modeling analysis, abstract modeling workflow 
process have common features of design units, each unit 
design task can also be represented by meta-model. In the 
PMU collaborative modeling process, each stage unit 
completed the task need to be analyzed and reviewed, and to 
further the design of the next phase of the workflow structure 
according to judge, because of the dynamic nature and 
uncertainty of this design process so that each stage requires 
a design in a unified work with flow control through the 
design of each unit element model, collaborative workflow 

model to describe the dynamic modeling of the entire 
system. 

1) Relationship 1 

Collaborative modeling workflow OPN model is 
represented by CMWF: 

               
0( , , , , )CMWF DTO DMM WFCN R M          (2) 

Where: 
DTO (design  task  object) as a companion modeling 

design task object model, DMM (design  meta model) is 
designed as a companion modeling process 
metamodel, WFCN (workflow control nets) for the 
collaborative design workflow control network model, R  
collection DMM relationships, the initial of CMWF state 
represented by 

0M . 

Involving different business models in PMU 
collaborative modeling business processes, to build each 
business model has its business processes. And every 
business process consists of a fixed number of tasks 
constituted each task by the staff in different regions to co-
complete. Each task has its fixed operating modeling objects, 
generate causal dependencies between tasks between 
modeled objects. From the perspective of Petri nets, 
constitute the set of tasks set changes, modeling collections 
of objects constituting the library. Changes are connected by 
a library and flow relations, embodied by token flow 
sequence, concurrency and conflict related. 

Collaborative modeling design task object model can be 
applied to the noumenon meta model to expression: 

,

{ , , Re ,

, , }

DTO Attribute lation

Me

Class

Contrthod Int aint Te frface orm

  

During the execution of the design tasks, the cooperative 
task is passed between the contents of a file or object model, 
a modeled object may be referred to as business forms. 
Constitute the main content of the DTO [5]. If T1 and T2 
changes are sequential dependencies, then after the 
completion of the T1 should pass Tform treated by T1 to T2. 
If after T1 is several tasks in parallel, then it should be Tform 
copy of T1 treatment to each passing a parallel tasks. If after 
T1 from choose m task execution in n , no matter choose m in 
this n task, m copies of Tform are treated by T1, send a to 
each selected task. 

2) Relationship 2 

Metamodel performance Prototype Collaborative 
Modeling process design unit available a quintuple 
representation ：Metamodel DMM performance Prototype 
Collaborative Modeling process design unit available a 
quintuple representation 

    ( , , , , )DMM CM FM HLAM SM MOM     (3) 
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Where: 
CM for concept modeling design unit metamodel, FM 

function modeling design unit HLAM designed for high-
level modeling unit model, model of SM meta model for 
simulation modeling design element, MOM metamodel 
multiple disciplines and to optimize the design of the model 
unit. Metamodel are all the design units can be used to define 
the object Petri net model, a DMM = (M1, M2,...) design 
unit and any meta model object petri net is defined as: 

0 0( , , , , , )i i i i i i iM SN ON d e R M           (4) 

Where: 

iSN  is design unit model library system formed by the 

network, ( , , , , )i i i i i iSN P T F W K 。 

iP  indicates that the system network design task library 

collection。 
iT  indicates that the system network design task transition 

set。 
( ) ( )i i i i iF P T T P     is a set design task flow relations。 

:i i iW F IN  is the weight function system network 

: ( )i i i iK P IN Bag ON   is the capacity function。 

i i id T T   is an interactive relationship between the network 

and system design task object internetwork. 
i i je T T   for interactions between different network design 

tasks between objects. 
0iR  for initial identification unit system network design. 

0iM  is the initial logo design task object networks. 

iON  network design task objects, either ordinary Petri nets 

can also be nested system network. 

3) Relationship 3 

PMU collaborative design workflow control network 
model can be a quintuple express: 

( , , , , , )rWFCN PC VC TC FC RC W C  

,

( ) ( )

( )

( )

r

r

r

PC VC TC PC VC

PC TC VC TC

FC PC TC TC PC RC

W C VC TC dom FC cod FC

FC TC dom RC WC

VC cod RC W C TC

   
   
     

   
   
   

             (5) 

Where: 
dom and cod is the domain and domain respectively, 

PC represents workflow control network library collection, 
VC represents workflow control network variable set, used to 
hold control case library is formed in the process of 
workflow. Workflow case classification is closely related to 
the control process. Semantic use cases property values 

digestion WFCN  the conflict in order to obtain a unique 
workflow path. Each case has a certain path, but different 
case does not necessarily have a different path. So a design 
task case for each variable to specify a permitted range. 
VC control network variable set, so the case can form into. 

:case VC TYPE  

For each , ( ) ( ( ))V case tp v   ， ( )tp v  type indicates 

variable v，
( )

x v
TYPE tp x


 

is type sets of WFCN , ( ( ))tp v  is 

clump of subsets of ( )tp v , ( )case  is subset of ( )tp v . 
TC represents workflow control network transition set. 

Based on object petri net model is proposed petri net change 
workflow control network element method based on the 
model definition, shown in figure 2, the workflow control 
network element model changes five-layer structure of the 
output interface library 

outp , rule changes set 
RT , simulation 

algorithm library 
mA , 

inp  input interface library and set of 

domain interface library
LO and satisfies: 

, ( , ) 0i in i R M i ip P t T O p t       

( , ) 0i R M out jt T O P t     

Then: 
       

0( , , , , , )in out R L m inMPN P P T O A W M        (6) 

inp
RT

outp

mA

LO
 

Figure 2.  Meta models of object petri nets 

A workflow control network transition model can be 
more workflow control network element model coupling 
changes made[6]. A workflow control network changes its 
internal network model of object Petri nets yuan is in 
addition to the model, may be another model. Model 
multiple workflow control network changes after coupling 
element model shown in figure 3. 

ainp
aRT

aoutp

amA

binp
bRT

boutp

bmA
CRT

Coutp

CmA

Cinp

aLO

bLO
 

Figure 3.  Petri nets coupling meta models 
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FC  shows the relationship between workflow control 
network traffic between meta models, RC  indicates the 
input relation set workflow control network met models,

rW C  

represents met models output relations sets of workflow 
control network. 

4) Relationship 4 

PMU collaborative design workflow data indicating 
calling relationships between the relational model. Make mi 
is a collaborative workflow metamodel send call 
information,

jM to receive calls metamodel information, i j

，then R  is defined as: 

         
0( , , , , , , )i jR DM DM T F C B M          (7)                   

Where: 

iDM represents 
iM  sent out the call information library 

collection,
jDM represents

jM input stream library collection. 

iT and
jT are call information data metamodel changes sets and 

output transition sets respectively, 
i jT T T  . C  is a set of 

controls library，C DM ，
iB C T   library is directed 

from the control input changes directed arc set, its elements 
are called control arc. Make

0( )R M  represents DM can be 

achieved logo collection, let R representation logo collection 
can be achieved under the control of the policy F action. 
Obviously, 

0 0( , ) ( )R M F R M . 

5) Relationship 5 

Change rules in met models stream: let 
0M  is an initial 

achieved logo, T is any changes.  
Then, 

0 0 0[ ( ( )) ( , )M T M condion T status M T  is fixed point of 

( )Body T , ( )condion T  is conditions of T, ( )Body T  is composed 
by the assignment statement, 

0( , )status M T is boolean value, 

indicate the changes of 0M . 

C. Object Concept Modeling PMU Collaborative design 
unit Petri net metamodel definition 

Conceptual design is easy to build a common 
understanding of the function and the machine description 
model, in order to design effective personnel functions in the 
product space reasoning in order to achieve the concept of 
product design, it is the first layer of abstraction to reflect the 
real system[7]. Experts in various disciplines and users need 
to use conceptual models to express their domain knowledge 
and communicated to product designers. 

As mentioned earlier, the performance of the prototype 
design emphasizes synthesis between the various subsystems 
or models from multiple disciplines who co-developed. Each 
model interaction systems, collaborative accomplish the 
same goal and use. Complex aerospace products PMU listed 
herein multi-sectoral design staff from different disciplines, 
some concepts in different disciplines have different names, 
in the course of the performance of prototype modeling and 

simulation, conceptual modeling process is one of the 
important design aspects[8]. Therefore, in this paper the 
performance of prototype design unit conceptual modeling 
meta-model can be defined as: 

       ( , , , , , )cm cm cm cm cm cmCM S T I O F C        (8) 

Where: 

1) PMU conceptual modeling design task state library 

1 11 2 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 3 31 32 33 34 4 41 42 43 5

51 52 53 6 61 62 63

( , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,

, , , , , , )
cmS S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S

S S S S S S S

  

2) PMU conceptual modeling activities changes 

1 2 21 22 3 31 32 33 4 41 42 43 5 51 52 53 54 6 7( , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , )cmT T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T  

3) Input information library collection 

_ mod _( , , )cm start in ify in reupdateI I I I  

4) Output library collection  

mod( , , )cm ontooutput ifyoutput updateoutputO O O O  

5) Collection of design task flow input-output 
relationship 

( ) ( )cm cm cm cm cmF S T T S     

6) In order to storage control library workflow formed 
during the case, 

cmC is indicate the collection of workflow 

control nets variables. 
 

 

Figure 4.  Object petri net metamodel for conceptual modeling design unit 

Similarly, PMU collaborative feature modeling design 
unit, HLA simulation modeling design unit and multi-
disciplinary collaborative optimization object modeling 
design elements of petri nets meta-model are equal to 
conceptual modeling, not repeat them in here. 
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TABLE I.  OBJECT PETRI NET METAMODEL UNIT LIBRARY 
DESCRIPTION FOR CONCEPTUAL MODELING DESIGN 

Library Library description Library Library description 
S1 identify areas of the 

noumenon 
S4 the term hierarchical 

relationship 
S11 domain ontology 

determination result 
S41 top decomposition 

S2 determine the scope 
of the domain 

ontology 

S42 hierarchical 
decomposition 

modeling 
S22 aerodynamic system 

model 
S43 coupled model system 

hierarchy 
S23 cooling System 

model 
S5 defined domain 

ontology property 
S24 propulsion system 

models 
S51 top systems 

S25 control system model S52 parts 
S26 performance / 

trajectory model 
S53 Basic Information 

S27 pneumatic heat / 
thermal model 

S6 confirm model 
ontology constraint 

S3 domain ontology term S61 domain 
S31 performance 

prototype Type 
S62 range 

S32 sop systems S63 special relationship 
S33 parts Oontooutput conceptual model 

design unit outputs 
information library 

S34 performance 
parameters 

Omodifyoutppu

t 
returns conceptual 

model to modify the 
output information 

library 
Istart in enter the concept of 

the design task library 
Oupdateoutput return the updated 

conceptual model 
output information 

library 
Imodifv in conceptual design 

unit returns to modify 
the input library 

Ireupdate conceptual design unit 
returns the updated 

input library 

 

TABLE II.  OBJECT PETRI NET METAMODEL UNIT LIBRARY 
DESCRIPTION FOR CONCEPTUAL MODELING DESIGN 

Change Description changes Change Description changes 
T1 accept the task domain 

ontology 
T41 the term hierarchical 

relationship analysis
T2 domain ontology 

analysis 
T43 forming a top exploded 

relationship model
T21 forming domain 

ontology scheme 
T5 a hierarchical 

decomposition model
T22 forming domain 

ontology scope of the 
analysis report 

T51 forming a coupled model 
system hierarchy 

T3 domain Ontology term 
analysis 

T52 field attribute 
relationship ontology 

analysis
T31 forming properties 

prototype type library 
T53 forming a top system 

property relations
T32 forming a top-level 

system design model 
T54 forming parts belonging 

relationship
T33 forming component 

model library 
T6 model ontology 

constraint analysis
T4 forming performance 

parameters and test 
parameters library 

T7 find a node to change

D. Collaborative Design PMU Case of Object Petri Nets 

1) Modeling process of object petri nets 

Collaborative design process of complex aerospace 
products PMU involves tasks, events, tasks, processes, 
services and composite services, these events can be 
expressed as a complex process of petri networks[9]. When 
traditional petri nets with complex modeling tasks aerospace 
product design, its node petri net models are many and large. 
To solve this problem, proposed colored petri nets (CPN) by 
Kurt Jensen. 

A colored Petri net is defined as a group of seven 
elements:  

                    ( , , , , , , )
0

CPN P T F C I I M  
                  (9) 

Where: 
( , , )P T F  is a directed network, : ( )C P T D   ，

( )D set D is the power color of the collection. In order to 
make , ( )p P C p is colors of set possible tokens of p , 

, ( )t T C t  is set of all possible colors appear in change t . 

I
and I

are negative function and positive function 

of P T . In order to make all ( , )p t P T   satisfy: 

( , ) [ ( ) ( )]LI p t C t C p   and ( , ) 0I p t   necessary and sufficient 

conditions are ( , )p t F ； 

( , ) [ ( ) ( )]LI p t C t C p   and ( , ) 0I p t   necessary and sufficient 

conditions are ( , )t p F ； 

0M D  is the initial identification of the CPN, it must 

meet the conditions 
0: ( ) ( )p P M p C p   ，that 

0 ( )M p  is a multi-

set of tokens on the color set p .  

2) PMU collaborative modeling of object-oriented petri 
nets 

Through complex aerospace products PMU hypersonic 
vehicle prototype shape, propulsion, aerodynamics analysis, 
aerodynamic heating, cooling, control and trajectory 
simulation and other subsystems, use colored Petri nets 
weapons systems such supersonic flight aerospace complex 
product design process event-driven be represented, as 
shown in Figure 5. 

In Figure 5, PMU of complex aerospace products design 
tasks are divided into eight sub-tasks, each sub-task 
corresponding to shape the structure of the system, 
aerodynamic systems, propulsion systems, control systems, 
ballistic systems and cooling systems. In these system-level 
design tasks, integrated design between tasks can be seen as 
a serial, each subsystem can be internal parallel design, each 
task corresponds to the corresponding event. TGi represents 
the i-th design tasks corresponding to the state transition, 
while reducing a token from the input library and adding a 
post tokens in its output library, its status changes will lead 
to hair conditions. Changes represent individual tasks TEi 
corresponding program implementation process, when the 
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input library exists task tokens and repositories tokens have a 
color, it will cause changes the course of events TEi 
programs. Changes after initiation event program will move 
to the corresponding token is available in the repository, 
color tokens from a resource becomes α. Changes TSi 
represents a task to complete the task changes, each 
corresponding to a TS and k change respectively, shows a 
task k kinds of program implementation tasks corresponding 
changes, which trigger conditions for all input places in both 
tasks tokens. 
Where: 

 Sub-tasks 2 corresponding to shape the structure 
designed by TG2 and TS2 constituted two task state set, 
TG2=｛S1｝, TS2={S2，S3，S4}, 

Subtasks 3 corresponding propulsion system designed 
by TG3, TE31, TE32 and TS3 four tasks constitute state 
set,TG3=｛S5｝, TS3={S9，S10，S11，S12}，TE31={S6 }，
TE32=｛S7，S8｝, 

Subtasks 4 corresponding aerodynamic system designed 
by TG4, TE41, TE42, TE43, TE44 and TS4 constitute six task 
state set，TG4=｛S13｝, TS4={ S20，S22，S23，S24，S25，
S26，S27}，TE41={S6}，TE41=｛S14｝，TE42={S16，S17，
S18 }. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.  Complex aerospace product design model based on colored petri 
nets 

 
 

III. DISTRIBUTED COLLABORATIVE SIMULATION OF PMU 

FOR OBJECT ORIENTED PETRI NET 

After petri net decomposition, the matrix model approach 
each subnet as a federal member, the application of HLA 
technology and petri nets for simulation of complex systems 
presents a prototype simulation performance improvements 
Petri nets, and HLA based on petri nets simulation of 
complex systems. 

A. Definition of Distributed Collaborative Simulation 
Events 

 In HLA simulation model, interactive class, time 
synchronization, and data status updates and other 
irregularities have occurred in the event structure[10]. Event 
hla simulations, and is defined as follows: 

               ( , , , , )Event type id time data list           (10) 

Where: 
 type represents the type of event; id  represents an event 

uniquely identifies Simulation; time represents time of event; 
data  represents events parameter indicates and the specific 
content of the event; list represents event flag list and 
composed by a series id . 

If event state represented by their numbers, these 
numbers are composed of a collection of {1, 2,..., }n  , 

{1, 2,..., }S k represents work state of event. Firstly, petri net 
remove the minimum time events from the event table, then 
advance the simulation time to the minimum time event. 
If ( )X t represents t time in which the state event, then ( )X t  
represents the HLA time synchronization management 
process of the state space of  . If ( ) [ ( ) ]ip t P X t i  indicates 

that the moment in a state i of event at the t time.   

( ) [ ( ) | ( ) ]ijp t P X t s j X s i    represents the conditional 

probabilities of event in i  conditions to j conditions from 
s time to t s time. 

1 2( ) ( ( ), ( ),..., ( ))nP t p t p t p t represents  

distribution of events in the state space in t  time, then the 
state transition matrix for the event is: 

         

1,1 1,2 1,

2,1 2,2 2,

,1 ,2 ,

( ) ( ) ... ( )

( ) ( ) ... ( )
( )

... ... ... ...

( ) ( ) ... ( )

n

n

n n n n

p t p t p t

p t p t p t
O t

p t p t p t

 
 
 
 
 
 

                (11) 

Obviously, ( ) ( ) ( )P s t P s O t  ,In time t , transfer 
function satisfies ( )ij ijP t q t O t     . 
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Figure 6.   HLA federates simulation process of petri nets 

Through the above Petri meta model and event 
definitions can be seen that the petri net model is constructed 
through the input and output interfaces for data exchange[11]. 
With the model shown in Figure 6. 

B. Distributed Collaborative Simulation federa model of 
petri nets 

This section on the basis of the PMU structure, 
constructed federal simulation model based on petri net, as 
shown in figure 7, the corresponding set of libraries as 
shown in table III, the set changes as shown in table IV. 

Federal simulation model shown in Figure 7, each of the 
simulation model can be expressed as 1 2

1 2 ,...
kTT T

kM M M   . For 

example, the federal members of shape structure design 
contains body design P2, wing design members P3 and tail 
design members P4, expressed as

1 2 3 4{ , , }M P P P , contains 

events T1 and T2. 

 

Figure 7.   Federate simulation model of petri nets 

Federal of propulsion system design contains P7(High-
speed propulsion members), P8(engine cycle member), 
P9(low speed propulsion membership), can be expressed 
as

2 7 8 9{ , , }M P P P ; P7 contains P10(Inlet performance member), 

P11(tailpipe performance member), P12 (performance 

supersonic combustion chamber members) and P13 (segment 
performance isolation), can be expressed as 

21 10 11 12 13{ , , , }M P P P P , 

it contains events T4,T5,T6 and T7. 

TABLE III.  PMU COLLABORATIVE MODELING LIBRARY 
DESCRIPTION  OF COLORED PETRI NETS 

Library Library description Library Library description 
P0 Start design tasks P23 Thrust members 
P1 Shape structure 

design federated 
objects 

P24 Inertial force and the 
Coriolis force members 

P2 Member body design P25 Resistance members 
P3 Wing design 

members 
P26 Lift member 

P4 Tail design members P27 Lateral force members 
P5 Determining the 

object shape structure 
Federal structure 

P28 Booster thrust member 

P6 Federal propulsion 
system object design 

P29 Transcendent ramjet 
member 

P7 Low speed propulsion 
member 

P30 Federal complete 
pneumatic system 

object design 
P8 Engine cycle 

members 
P31 Control System Design 

of the federal target 
P9 High-speed 

propulsion member 
P32 Guidance member 

P10 Members Inlet 
Performance 

P33 Attitude control 
member 

P11 Tailpipe performance 
member 

P34 Navigation member 

P12 Ultra-performance 
combustion chamber 

members 

P35 No section of the 
attitude control 

member 
P13 Isolation members 

section 
P36 Boost phase attitude 

control member 
P14 Federal propulsion 

system to determine 
the object structure 

P37 Cruising Attitude 
Control section 

member 
P15 Federal pneumatic 

system object design 
P38 Throttle control 

member 
P16 Kinetic tail member P39 Track point guide 

member 
P17 Member body 

dynamics 
P40 Federal Ballistic 

System Design 
P18 Wing members of the 

forces and moments 
P41 Quality members 

P19 Centroid dynamics 
members 

P42 Fuel quality members 

P20 Attitude Dynamics 
members 

P43 Aircraft quality 
members 

P21 Air force member P44 The quality of the 
members of the boost 

phase 
P22 Gravity member P45 Federal complete 

ballistic system design 

 

Federal of aerodynamic design contains P16(tail dynamics 
members), P17(fuselage dynamics members), P18(wing 
members of the forces and moments), P19 (centroid dynamics 
members) and P20 (expressed attitude dynamics) , can be 
expressed as

3 16 17 18 19 20{ , , , , }M P P P P P ; P16 contains P21(air force 

members), P22 (gravity members), P23(thrust member inertia 
force) and P24 (coriolis force members), can be expressed as 
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31 21 22 23 24{ , , , }M P P P P ; P21 contains P25(resistance members), 

P26(side lift member), P27(force members), can be expressed 
as

311 25 26 27{ , , }M P P P ; P23 contains P28(booster thrust members) 

and P29 (scramjet members), can be expressed as
312 28 29{ , }M P P , 

it contains events T9,T10,T11 ,T12. T13 and T14. 

 

TABLE IV.  PMU COLLABORATIVE MODELING CHANGE 
DESCRIPTION OF COLORED PETRI NETS 

Change Description changes Change Description changes 
T0 Receiving federal 

Simulation Tasks 
T12 The formation of 

aerodynamic 
simulation federal 

member 
T1 He began to shape the 

structure of the 
federal target 

simulation 

T13 Forming the thrust 
member federation 

simulation 

T2 Overall structure is 
formed federal target 
simulation program 

T14 Federal pneumatic 
system simulation 

solutions form 
T3 Perform federated 

objects propulsion 
system simulation 

T15 Start Control System 
federal target 

simulation 
T4 Analysis of the 

structure of the 
propulsion system 
federated objects 

T16 Analysis of the federal 
structure of the control 

system 

T5 To promote the 
formation of the 

engine cycle and low 
federate 

T17 Simulation of the 
formation of the 

members of the Federal 
Guidance 

T6 The formation of 
high-speed 

propulsion federate 

T18 Formation of attitude 
control and navigation 

simulation federal 
member 

T7 Forming a propulsion 
system simulation 

federal target 
program 

T19 No segment analysis 
attitude control 

simulation member 
federal structure 

T8 Start pneumatic 
system the federal 
target simulation 

T20 Guidance federal 
forming simulation 

solutions 
T9 Simulation analysis 

of the federal 
structure of the 

pneumatic system 

T21 Start Trajectory 
Simulation and Design 

System Federation 

T10 Analysis of the 
structure of the tail 
dynamics federate 

T22 Simulation of the 
formation of the 

members of the Federal 
Quality 

T11 Member formation 
kinetics simulation 

program 

T23 Forming a ballistic 
system simulation 

program 

 
Federal of control system design contains P32(guided 

membership), P33(attitude control members) and 
P34(navigation membership), can be expressed as 

4 32 33 34{ , , }M P P S ; P32 contains P35(end of the attitude control 

member), P36(boost phase attitude control member), 
P37(cruise segment attitude control member), can be 
expressed as 

41 35 36 37{ , , }M P P P ; P35 contains P38(throttle control 

member), P39(guide track points membership), can be 

expressed as 
411 38 39{ , }M P P , it contains events T16,T17,T18 ,T19. 

and T20. 
Federal of ballistic system design contains P41(quality 

fuel members) and S42(quality member), can be expressed 
as

5 41 42{ , }M P S ; P41 contains S43(quality aircraft quality 

members) and P44(members of the boost phase), can be 
expressed as

51 43 44{ , }M S S , it contains events T21,T22 and T23. 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, a prototype system phased, dynamic 
analysis, static analysis , integrated application modeling and 
simulation of PMU system is proposed, which is based on 
the application object petri nets. Firstly, a supersonic aircraft 
PMU collaborative modeling and simulation model libraries 
is constructed, through analysis of the design prototype unit 
meta-model-based performance concept model. Secondly, 
dispatch this model libraries when PMU collaborative 
modeling workflow control network dynamic model 
describes, it can be reducing the simulation model redundant 
data transfer, improved modeling capabilities and speed petri 
net model. Finally, an improved method of petri net matrix 
model is proposed for complex products PMU simulation 
process, and is better to achieve a distributed collaborative 
modeling and simulation of PMU. 
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